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in india, i get asked if we plan to add more movies, and how they will be brought to market. that is
one of the things we are looking at doing. we plan to have more movies to come to market in the

next couple of months. its important to note that the vast majority of movies are still released in the
us, and we are just beginning to see more interest in india. eran bielski: as we add more content, we
are committed to making it accessible to more indians. we know that a majority of our members are

in tier-2 and -3 cities and towns. these are places where the internet is expensive and difficult to
access, and we know that the most popular content is still released in the us. so we are working with
content creators to make more movies available to our members in india. our strategy is to increase

the size of our catalog as much as we can without losing the experience of watching what our
members already like. so we have focused on the content that we believe will be the most popular.
that includes original series like lust stories, sacred games,and gemini man. as part of this strategy,

we are releasing more original content over the next few months, and we are opening up our content
library to more members who are using internet-based streaming services like hotstar. eran bielski:
we have invested a great deal of time, thought and care into understanding the local market and

building the relationships that will be the most relevant for people in india. that includes the
relationships we have with the movie industry, the talent that is building content, and the various

groups that we see ourselves as part of the movie industry.
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